In the present paper, we introduce the Chlodowsky variant of (p, q) Bernstein-Stancu-Schurer operators which is a generalization of (p, q) Bernstein-Stancu-Schurer operators. We have also discussed its Korovkin type approximation properties and rate of convergence.
Introduction and preliminaries
In 1912, S.N. Bernstein [1] Later various generalizations of these operators were discovered. It has been proved as a powerful tool for numerical analysis, computer aided geometric design and solutions of differential equations. In last two decades, the applications of q-calculus has played an important role in the area of approximation theory, number theory and theoretical physics. In 1987, Lupas , [6] and in 1997, Phillips [16] introduced a sequence of Bernstein polynomials based on q-integers and investigated its approximation properties. Several researchers obtained various other generalizations of operators based on q-calculus. For any function f ∈ C[0, 1] the q-form of Bernstein operator is described by Lupas , [6] as
n−k n−1
In 1932, Chlodowsky [3] presented a generalization of Bernstein polynomials on an unbounded set, known as Bernstein-Chlodowsky polynomials given by,
where b n is an increasing sequence of positive terms with the properties b n → ∞ and bn n → 0 as n → ∞. In 2008, Karsli and Gupta [5] expressed the q-analogue of Bernstein-Chlodowsky polynomials by
where b n is an increasing sequence of positive values, with the properties b n → ∞ and
Recently, Mursaleen et al. [7, 9, 11] proposed and analysed approximation properties for (p, q) analogue of Bernstein operators , Bernstein-Stancu operators and Bernstein-Schurer operators. Besides this, we also refer to some recent related work on this topic: e.g. ( [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [17] ). Now, we recall certain notations of (p, q)-calculus.
In 2015, Mursleen et al [10] , investigated (p, q) form of Bernstein-Stancu operator, which is given by 5) where α, β are non-negative integers and f ∈ C[0, 1], x ∈ [0, 1] and 0 ≤ α ≤ β.
For the first few moments, we have the following lemma:
Construction of the operators
Considering the revised form of (p, q) analogue of Bernstein operators (see [8] ), we construct the Chlodowsky variant of (p, q) Bernstein-Stancu-Schurer operators as
where
n,m is a linear and positive operator. Consider the case, if p, q → 1 and m = 0 in (2.1), then it will reduce to the Stancu-Chlodowsky polynomials [4] .
To begin with, we obtain the following lemma, which will be used throughout the paper.
n,m (f ; x, p, q) be given by (2.1). The first few moments of the operators are
p,q , we will achieve the result. Using linear property of operators, we have
Hence, we get (iv).
Similar calculations give
n,m (1; x, p, q).
Substituting the resluts of (i),(ii) and (iii), we prove the result (v).
Lemma 3. For every fixed p, q ∈ (0, 1), we have
Remark 1. As a result of Lemma 2 and 3, we have
Lemma 4. Taking supremum on [0, b n ] on Second central moment, we get
Korovkin-type approximation theorem
Assume C ρ is the space of all continuous functions f such that
Then C ρ is a Banach space with the norm
The subsequent results are used for proving Korovkin approximation theorem on unbounded sets.
There exists a sequence of positive linear operators U n , acting from C ρ to C ρ , satisfying the conditions
is a continuous and increasing function on (−∞, ∞) such that lim x→±∞ φ(x) = ±∞ and ρ(x) = 1 + φ 2 , and there exists a function f * ∈ C ρ for which lim n→∞ U n f * − f * ρ > 0.
Theorem 2. (See [2])
Conditions (1), (2), (3) of above theorem implies that
for any function f belonging to the subset C
is f inite} .
Consider the weight function ρ(x) = 1 + x 2 and operators:
Thus for f ∈ C 1+x 2 , we have
Now, using Lemma 2 we will obtain,
provided that p := (p) n , q := (q) n with 0 < q n < p n ≤ 1, lim n→∞ p n = 1, lim n→∞ q n = 1, lim n→∞ p n n = lim n→∞ q Proof. Using the results of Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 (i),(ii) and (iii), we will achieve the following assessments, respectively:
whenever n → ∞, because we have lim n→∞ p n = lim n→∞ q n = 1 and lim n→∞ [n] pn,qn = ∞ as n → ∞. Proof. From the hypothesis on f , it is bounded i.e. |f (x)| ≤ M (M > 0). For any > 0, we have
, where x ∈ [0, b n ] and δ = δ( ) are independent of n. Operating with the operator 2.1 on both sides, we can conclude by using Theorem 3 and Lemma 3,
= 0 as n → ∞, we have the desired result.
Rate of Convergence
We will find the rate of convergence in terms of the Lipschitz class Lip M (γ), for 0 < γ ≤ 1. Assume that C B [0, ∞) denote the space of bounded continuous functions
is satisfied.
Proof. Since f ∈ Lip M (γ), and the operator C In order to obtain rate of convergence in terms of modulus of continuity ω(f ; δ), we assume that for any f ∈ C B [0, ∞) and x ≥ 0, modulus of continuity of f is given by ω(f ; δ) = max 
